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The year is 12011. Two hikers cut through a
stretch of cactus-filled desert outside wilat was
once the small tor.tm of Van Horry near the
Mexican bordel, in West Texas. Finally, they
come to an opening in the rock, the mouth of
what appears to be a long, deep hrnnel. After
a few minutes the hikers reach a cool chamber
dimly lit from above. A tall column of strange
shiny metal gears and rods riseshr.rndreds oI
meters above them. Ablack globe suspended
above depicts the night sky, encircled by metal
disks that indicate the year and the century.

A giant metal wheel sits in the middle of the
platform, and the visitors each grasp a handle
that juts out from its smooth edges. For the
next few hours, they push and walk and push
and walk in a circle. Exhausted,they rest on the
platform and drift off to sleep. At noon the nexr
day, they're suddenly awakened by the ethereal
tones of chiming bells.

It sounds like science fiction, but this is
the real vision for the 10,000-year Clock, a

Ticking to Eternity
Building a mechanical clock to run for 10,000 years is a major
engineering challenge - and abit crazy. Fundedby Amazon"founder leffBezos, a group of engineers is setting out to craft"the ultimit, ti*, iirrr.

monument-size mechanical clock designed to
measure time for ten millennia. Dannv Hillis.
an electrical engineer with three degrees from
MIT who pioneered parallel supercomputers
and worked for Walt Disney Imagineering,
dreamed up the project in 1995 to get people
thinking more about the distant future. But the
clock is no longer just a thought experiment. In
a cluttered machine shop near a Starbucks in San
Rafael, California, it's finally ticking to life.

_ _ 
This clock, the flagship project of Hillis, Long

Now Foundation, is awonder of mechanical en_
gineering. Over the course of its 10,000_year life
span, it will be able to power itself enough to
keep time, slmchronize that timekeeping with
the sun, and randomly generate unique melo_
dies sn its chimes so that visitors will never hear
the same tune twice. And it will do so entirelv
without electricity. "Think of it as the slowesi
computer in the world," says project manager
Alexander Rose.
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But what's the point of building something
to last 10,000 years? Hillis says he chose that
time span because that's about how long
human technology has been around. Orie
inspiration came from a possibly apocryphat
tale of a forward-looking architect. According
to the myth, back in 1386, the builder of the
University of Oxford's New College planted
some oak trees. The purpose was to have wood
that could be used to replace the oakbeams
of the college's great dining hall hundreds of
years in the future.

For an engineer who had built his career on
making fast machines, Hillis found this storv
of forethoughf striking. Building an ageless
clock, Hillis suggested, was a way tobring
rcally long-term thinkingback. In 1997, after
starting the Long Now Foundation, he beqan
to work on the clock in earnest with Rose, i
Carnegie Mellon-educated industrial designer
whose eclectic resumd includes stints asarti i t in
residence at Silicon Graphics and designer of
cha mp ionsh ip c o mba t robots.

_ 
The money turned out to be the easy part,

because the clock had attracted a formidable
believer: Jeff Bezos, the billionaire founder $
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The scale-model shozas the
size of the clock compared
to a human and hozu it
wiII be built into a remote
tnountaitT.
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Proj ect manager Alexander
Rose zuorks on an olrery
which was part of an early
ztersion of the 70,000-Year
Clock.

Below: \\rhat looks like

a giant marine engine
is in fact the chime gen-
erator. Like a mechanical
computer, it is capable
of generating millions of
different tunes.

http://longnow.orglclock
www. 1 0000yearclock. net
Die beiden Websei ten der
Long Now Foundat ion zu
der 10,000 Year Clock mit
Bi ldern und lnfos zu dem
Prolekt, den Prototypen
und den aktuel{en Arbei ten.
AuBerdem eine komplet te
Bauanlei tung fUr den ersten
Prototypen !

of Amazon-who
calls himself "the
first steward" of t];re
project. "It's a chal-
lenging engineering
problem and so fun
in its own right," he
says. Bezos bristles
att]lre notion that his
investment might be
perceived as frivo-
lous. "Symbols are
important," he says.

If you accept that
premise, then you'll
understand why
Hillis and Rose's first
concern wasn't sketch-
ing out the clock's
innards. hrstead, they
were obsessed abovt
how people would
experience the clock.
They wanted it to be
as engaglng as possl-
ble, "to make some-

one care about it in 10,000 years," Hillis says.
Hillis has spent the past seven years working

with Rose and other members of the team to
design what he calls the "plotline" of the clock.
First, they wanted to ensure that visitors would
be aested in the journey. That meant building the
clock in a faraway, hard-to-reach place, some-
where requiring a real commitment to visit.

i l isi.*v*ri*g * il i$**n {l*rk

But what if you were the first person to visit the
clock in cenfuries, or even millenria? So,for the
sake of the wayward traveller who just happens
upon the clock by accident, the operation had to
be oboious just from looking at it.

An electronic clock was therefore out of
the question: It wasn't sufticiently transparent.
Instead, they decided to make the clock entirely
mechanical - even the digital computer that
generates the melody of the clock's ten chimes.

Although much of the clockwork is simi-
lar to the workings of a standard grandfather
clock, il differs from an ordinary analogue
gear-driven clock in a few key ways. For one
thing, it will be the largest clock ever built. It
will tick at one-tenth the speed of a regular
clock, which should help its gears, bearings,
and other components last at least ten times as
long. And rather than having a72-hour face,
the clock will display the positions of the stars
on a black globe, surrounded by dials sllrowing

the year, the positions of the sun and moon,
and other astronomical data.

Hillis and Rose could find no precedents for
what they wanted to do. "Nothing else is built
to last this long," Rose said. Even seemingly
simple questions proved difficult to answer,
such as: V\4rat should the clock be made of?

For the clock's components, the team has
selected durable materials such as stainless stee7,
titanium, ald ceramic, whose longeuity can be
gauged through high-temperature testing.

There was a concern/ however, that over the
cenfuries the clock's components mightrueld
together if everything were made of the same
material. So, most of the pinion gears, as well
as the pendulum and encasement, will be made
of titanium. Many of the bearings, meanwhile,
will be made from silicon nitride, a ceramic.

The bearings will have unusually riglrlus
demands placed on them: Although they'll be
protected by dust shields, they'll still have to
hold up for 10 million slow speed cycles with-
out lubrication. So far, the group's testing shows
that the gears won't gum up frolrr extended use.
But 10,000 years is a long time.

Selecting the right materials is only one piece
of the puzzle. There's also the matter of keeping
the clock ticking and telling the correct time.

To maintain the clock's accltracy, Hillis and
Rose had to figure out a way to somehow sync
their clock, buried deep within a mountain,
with the outside world. In earlier designs,
they considered a solar synchronizer: Abeam of
surrlight would pass through a slot it the top
of the clock at noory heating up and contract-
ing a piece of nickel titanium shape-memory
wire; the wire would act as a mechanical trigger,
resetting any error that had crept into the time-
keeping since the previous day.
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It's a clever idea, one of many the team has

deaised.In total, they have ten U.S. patents on

the clock, including lhewinding tower, the

clock face, and the solar-triggering mechanism.

"We'reprobably the only ones patenting weird

clock esoterica," Rose says.

Sr**lhi*g lVtth l-!ry:*

The problem with memory wire, as with the

use of electronics, was the lack of transparency.

Instead, the sun could be exploited in two differ-

ent ways. "The most promising design we're

looking at uses two tanks of air: one near the

surface of the mountain where the sun can heat

it up and another that is kept cool inside the

mountain," says Rose. The movement of air will

drive a piston or abellows, which will ratchet up

the clock's 4.5-metric-ton weights. The weights

will then have enough potential energy to keep

the 136-kitogram pendulum swinging for the

next day.
To recalibrate the clock, the current plan is to

use a titanium box that pops out one normally

concave side when the air inside heats and

expands at around solar noon. This will trigger

a correction in the pendulum if it's swinging too

quickly or too slowlY.

$f l; i tt)*', *r errerchen
Strahl

Using these mechanisms, the clock will be

able to keep track of the time. But displaying the

current time, the team decided, will require visi-

tors to wind up the clock - yet another way to

give the visitors' experience meaning.

Although the project was otigrnally slated

to finish in 2001, these days there is no official

schedule for completion, and the team estimates

at least a few more years of construction lie

ahead before the clock will be completed and

opened to the public.
For all the creative deliberation, hard work,

and long-term planning, there's one thought

that continue s lo haunt these engineers' "My

biggest fear is that people will destroy it on

purpose,// Rose says.
"We're building it to withstand being

broken," he says. But even a broken clock will

change the way people think, Rose adds. He

recalls a recent enclunter witha skeptic, who

predicted that the machine would eventually be

rendered inoperable "when the blood of future

human sacrifices stops up the gears'"

"That might be," Rose told the man. "But

before you walked into this room, you weren't

thinking 3,000 years ahead. So it's already

worked. Simply because you and I have had

this conversation, it has achierted its goal - and

it 'snotevenbuiltyet." s . i
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A detail of the clock's

giant Geneaa wheels.
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